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ATI'RACI'IOO INOOSTRY: fOol CAN WE DO A BEl'l'ER JOB? 

Frank M. Goode, J. Karl Wise and Theodore E. Fuller 

INI'RODUCI'IOO 

Maey state and local groups in the Northeast 
are atterrpting to increase their errplcyment base 
1:¥ attracting new industry. Unfortunately the 
success rate of these activities is not good. 
Despite the public relations 1¥pe associated with 
"successes, " serious evaluation of these acti vi
ties raise questions regarding their efficiency. 
For exanple, the Alabama Business Research Coun
cil has documented that twcr-thirds of the plants 
that accepted industrial development bonds indi
cate that they would have chosen the sarre loca
tion even if the inducerrents had not been of
fered; thus , maey "successes" were illusions. In 
addition, others have documented the corrplete 
failure of rnaJ"lf types of industrial inducement 
programs (Cornia, Testa and Stocker; Stinson). 
Thus, the question is wl¥ haven't location in
ducement programs been rrore successful? 

WHY HAVE IDCATIOO INIXJCEMENI' PR:X>Rl\MS FAILED? 

The reasons for the failure of location in
ducerrent programs are probably numerous. Sorre 
suggest that "natural" econanic forces are so 
daninant that state and local groups are inpotent 
with respect to altering these "natural" forces. 

In the context of rural camuni ties, this 
argument had sore validity. In the 1950s and 
early 1960s, the job generation process appeared 
to be confined alrrost exclusively to metropolitan 
areas. HaN ever, the errplcyment data for the late 
1960s and tre 1970s suggest a major reversal in 
the centralized grONth trends. Thus, for the 
first tirre in several decades the economic forces 
are such that rnaJ"lf rural areas in the Northeast 
can expect to increase their errplcyment base. 
That is, the "natural" econanic , forces are no 
longer the reason for failed location inducerrent 
program. . 

Another possible reason for the ineffective
ness of location inducerrent programs is the ladk 
of understanding of the job generating process. 
That is, rnaJ"lf inducerrent programs have focused on 
attracting relatively large branch plants. The 
irrplicit assUilption associated with this approach 
is that a majority of the new jobs created in our 
econ01¥ are found in branch plants of large 
finrs. Recent descriptive work cy Birch has sub
stantially increased our understanding of the job 
generation process (Birch). Fbr exanple, he 
shews that over 76 percent of the jobs created 
during the 1969-1976 period were in plants with 
fewer than 50 errplcyees. l'bre irrportantly , in 
the Northeas t plants with fewer than 50 errplcyees 
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were the only size class with ne,..r errplcyment in
creases. In addition, the data Birch uses sug
gest that less than one out of five new plants is 
a branch plant. Thus, the majority of new jobs 
is being created cy single plant finrs with fewer 
than 50 errplcyees. Understanding the job crea
tion process and appropriately focusing induce
ment programs should irrprove rural conmunities' 
prospects of increasing their errplcyment base. 

HONever, to focus inducement programs is 
only a necessary condition for their success. 
Inducement programs are atterrpts to influence the 
location decision of finrs. 1b influence the 
decision it is necessary to understand the fac
tors on which the decision is based and the deci
s ion making process. These issues will be the 
focus of this paper. 

THE ux:ATIOO DEX::ISIOO PROCESS 

As econanists, we do not devote much atten
tion to the decision making process . The major 
reason for this is that rrost micro theory (in
cluding traditional location theory) asstnnes per
fect knDNledge on the part of the decision maker; 
thus, the decision making process is sirrply a 
matter of calculus. Ho.vever, the perfect knew
ledge assumption is being questioned as a premise 
of location theory. Fbr exanple, Birch has shONn 
that 80 percent of new plants go out of business 
within the first five years . This fact would 
suggest that many location decisions are made 
with less than perfect knDNledge . The question 
is what conceptual base do we have if we are un
willing to assume perfect knONledge. 

At least two types of rrodels have been de
veloped whid1 explicitly address situations of 
irrperfect knONledge. Uncertainty theory holds 
that the value of all of the variables in, sey, 
the profit function are not kn= with certainty. 
Uncertainty theory assumes even though we do not 
knON the specific value of sane of the variables , 
the probability distribution of the variables is 
knONn. In sore cases, this assumption seems rea
sonable. A farrrer mey knDN the distribution of 
annual rainfall or output prices; hONever, an en
trepreneur starting a new business in a new loca
tion is unlikely to knDN the value of all the 
variables in their profit function nor their 
probability distribution. Thus , uncertainty 
theory is generally not useful in the location 
decision context. 

Another conceptual atterrpt to avoid the as
sumption of perfect knewledge is the use of 
rrodels which treat information as an input. In 
these rrodels the entrepreneur is assumed to knON 
the marginal value product of an additional unit 
of information and will purchase information un
til its marginal value product is equal to the 
price. In the context of location theory this 
conceptual approach is not very useful because 
the value of information can be determined only 
after the information is available . For exanple , 
the value of comparative cost at alternative l<r
cations is knDNn only after the differential cost 
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of alternative sites is established. 'lhus, this 
conceptual approach is not particularly useful in 
the context of plant location. In the next 
section we will piece together an infernal theory 
of plant location decision naking. 

AN INFORMAL THIDRY OF INIXJSTRIAL lOCATION 

'lhe discussion in this section is based on 
the assl111Ption that entrepreneurs naking plant 
location decisions do not have perfect knowledge. 
If entrepreneurs are to select a satisfactory lo
cation or the optinum profit rmximi.zing location, 
they rrust engage in a location search procedure. 
Oster has shewn that the sq:histication of the 
search varies with the cype of firm naking a lo
cation decision. Essentially, this stu~ estab
lished that "sore firms-large firms with ITUlti
ple plants and lots of unSkilled labor--do 
search, l!1al1i others do not." 'lhis finding can
bined with the Birch finding that rrost jobs are 
created t¥ small single plant firms suggests most 
of the jobs created are t¥ firms which engage in 
relatively sinple search procedures. What is the 
nature of these search procedures? 

A CO!Tbination of enpirical and theoretical 
literature mey provide insights into the nature 
of these search procedures. Stevens and Brackett 
prepared an annotated bibliograp}¥ of plant loca
tion studies. In their bibliograp}¥ they divide 
studies into two groups-those focusing on re
gional factors and those focusing on carm.mi cy 
factors. 'lhey justifY this separation on grounds 
that there is "evidence that industrial location 
decisions tend to be made in two stages: first, 
a selection of a general region for location and 
second, a selection of a specific camunicy or 
site." Other authors confirm the Stevens and 
Brackett contention. T. E. McMillan, Jr., argues 
that the reason w}¥ a region is chosen for a 
plant location mey be vastly different fran the 
reason w}¥ a particular site or cormunicy is 
chosen within the region. Nishicka and Krumme 
agree that "the difference between factors influ
encing an area and site selection is a critical 
one" and suggest the usefulness of "an even more 
disaggregate regional specification of a location 
factor's effectiveness". 

Stafford folla.red the Nishicka and Krumme 
recarrnendation for more regional disaggregation. 
Stafford concluded that businessmen generally 
associate one of four geographic domains with a 
given location factor. 'lhese geographic domains 
are: 

1) National. 
2) Sub-national: usually two or three states. 
3) Regional: usually two or more counties. 
4) Local: refers to specific ta-rns or sites. 

Thus, there appears to be a consensus that vari
ous location factors are relevant at different 
geographical levels and perhaps the geographical 
levels suggested t¥ Stafford are the appropriate 
ones. 

Utilizing the assl111Ption that location fac
tors have geographic domains, Rees suggested a 
hierarchical search procedure based on these 
domains. Specifically, he suggests that a sub
national selection is made first based on "demand 
needs. " Next a regional selection is made based 
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on the "carparative cost approach." Final]¥ , a 
site is selected on "judgerrental grounds." 

The essence of Rees ' location search proce
dure is a "satisfYing" rather than optimizing 
activit¥. For exanple, once a sub-national se
lection is made all other parts of the nation are 
eliminated from further consideration. As Rees 
states, "different factors are irrportant at suc
cessi ve steps of the narra.ring-da.rn process of 
the location decision. " 

Despite the fact that hierarchical "theory" 
of plant location does not involve a rigorous 
forrrulation, it does have considerable intuitive 
appeal. Perhaps its major appeal is that it rep
resents a practical wey for a businessman to re
duce substantially the inforna.tion required to 
make the location decision and yet select a sat
isfactory location. 'lhe inforna.tion requirerrents 
are further reduced when it is understood that an 
entrepreneur does not have to utilize all of the 
geographic levels of the hierarchical search pro
cedure. For exanple, an entrepreneur mey not be 
willing to live in a foreign country so he will 
not consider countries other than the U.S. In 
addition, he mey believe that the sub-national 
area in which he lives has adequate demand to 
support the line of business he is considering. 
That is, the entrepreneur does not actively con
sider alternative sub-national areas but does 
have an economic rationale for the one that was 
selected. In essence, the entrepreneur begins . 
the search procedure at the regional level there
t¥ avoiding the need for inforna.tion concerning 
alternative nations or sub-national regions. 

In Sl..l!mBIY, the hierarchical procedure sub
stantially reduces the inforna.tion requirerrents 
associated with the location decision. 'lhe 
reason hierarchical procedure reduces inforna.tion 
requirerrents is that it explicitly eliminates 
from consideration the trade-offs between loca
tion factors with different geographic domain. 
Using Rees ' exanple, a sub-national area is 
selected based on demand. Next, a region within 
the sub-national area is selected based on cost 
of production. · In traditional location theory 
the selection would be made t¥ considering the 
demand and cost factors siiTUltaneously in a prof
it rmximi.zing framework. 'lhus, the essential 
characteristics of the hierarchical procedure is 
that it involves a sequential rather than a sim
ultaneous process. 

EMPIRICAL FINDiliGS 

The Hierarchical Search Procedure 
To document whether or not entrepreneurs use 

a hierarchical search procedure, a sanple of 25 
new manufacturing plants in the Pittsburgh area 
was selected. Executives familiar with the loca
tion decision for each of the plants were inter
viewed. 'lhe questionnaire administered to these 
executives included a set of questions designed 
to determine whether or not they used a sequen
tial decision making process. 

The first question asked was "did your can
pany first consider alternative sub-national 
areas in which to locate your plant?" If the 
response to this question was positive, there 
were folla.r-up questions regarding what other 



sub-national areas were considered and what fac
tors were involved in selecting the sub-national 
areas in which Pittsburgh is located. If the 
catpai¥ responded negatively to the question, 
they were a~ed "even though you did not consider 
alternative areas, are there any location factors 
at the sub-national level that were important to 
your location decision?" 

After the questions regarding the sub
national area had been answered, a similar set of 
questions were a~ed regarding decision making at 
the regional level. Did you consider alternative 
regions within the seiected sub-national area-if 
so, what were the important factors-if not, were 
there any location factors involved at the re
gional level? 

Finally, a similar set of questions were 
a~ed regarding ccmrunicy or site selection. 
Were alternative sites considered within the se
lected region and what were the location factors 
that were r e levant at that level? 

The responses of the 25 executives regarding 
whether or not they considered alternative sub
national areas, regions, and sites in sequence 
are shewn in Table 1. 'Ihe executives' responses 
clearly indicate that they did use a hierarchical 
search procedure. Despite the fact that rrost of 
the firm; did not engage in extensive search pro
cedures (only two firm; considered alternative 
sub-national areas) the fact rerrains that the 
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search procedures used were alrrost universally 
geographically narraYing in nature. 

In order to provide a cheCk on the responses 
shaYn in Table 2, a question was a~ed later i n 
the interview regarding whether or not there were 
at¥ trade-offs in the location decision between 
factors at different geographic levels. Since 
these cypes of trade-offs are inconsistent with a 
hierarchical procedure it was anticipated, given 
earlier responses, that rrost of the executives 
would provide negative responses to this ques
tion. In fact, only one of the 25 firm; indi
cated any trade-offs of this nature. 'Ihus, the 
data obtained in this survey supports the hypoth
esis that firms use a hierarchical search proce
dure. 

'Ihe Geogra];hical Extent of the Location 
Search and !nportant Location Factors 

The empirical results discussed in the pre
ceding section indicated that firms use a hier
archical search procedure, but if intervention 
into decision making is to be effective, addi
tional information is required. Specifically , 
infonnation is required concerning the geographi
cal extent of the location search and the impor
tant factors involved in the location decision. 

To obtain information on these two points 
the executives of each finn were a~ed to identi
fy the location factors that were inportant in 

Table 1. Executives' Responses to Questions Regarding Whether or Not 
They Considered Alternative Sub-National Areas, Regions, and 
Sites in Their Location Decision Process. 

Sub-National 
Plant Area Region Site 

1 yes yes yes 
2 yes yes no 
3 no yes yes 
4 no yes yes 
5 no yes yes 
6 no yes yes 
7 no yes yes 
8 no yes yes 
9 no yes . no 

10 no yes no 
11 no no yes 
12 no no yes 
13 no no yes 
14 no no yes 
15 no no · yes 
16 no no yes 
17 no no yes 
18 no no yes 

19 no no no 
20 no no. no 
21 no no no 

22 no no no 

23 no no no 

24 no no no 

25 no no no 
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Table 2. The Geographic Level Associated with Factors Reportedly Important 
in th,e Location Decision of 25 New Plants. 

Sub-National 
Plant* Area Region Site 

1 yes yes yes 
2 yes yes . yes 
3 yes yes yes 
4 yes yes yes 
5 yes yes yes 
6 yes yes yes 
7 yes yes yes 
8 no yes yes 
9 no yes yes 

10 no yes yes 
11 no yes yes 
12 no yes yes 
13 no yes yes 
14 no yes yes 
15 no yes yes 
16 no yes yes 
17 no yes yes 
18 no yes yes 
19 no yes yes 
20 no yes yes 
21 no yes yes 
22 no no yes 
23 no no yes 
24 no no yes 
25 no no yes 

*Plant numbers are used for identification of plants within the table. 
They are not usable for inter-table comparisons. 

their location decision for each of the three 
geographical levels (i.e., sub-nations, regional 
and site). Table 2 indicates whether or not each 
firm considered location factors at each of the 
three geographic levels. '!he infonnation in 
Table 2 suggests a rrudl !!Ore extensive search 
procedure than does Table 1. Fbr exanple, Table 
1 indicates that only two finns considered alter
native sub-national areas. IbN ever, as shONn in 
Table 2, approximate~ 30 percent rrade a decision 
at the sub-national level based on specific loca
tion factors. Also, all but four of the finns 
reported basing their location decision on one or 
!!Ore regional level location factors. In general 
the 25 firms used relatively extensive search 
procedures given that· !lOSt of the firms were 
srrall (e.g., 19 of the 25 had 50 or fSNer enplcy
ees). 

In addition to understanding the geographi
cal extent of finns' search procedure, it is also 
inportant to ki10N what location factors are im
portant at the three geographical levels . Table 
3 sumrrarizes the location factors identified at 
each geographical level. Fran Table 3 it is 
clear that marl<ets are the daninant location fac
tor for firms making sub-national level deci
sions. '!he marl<et factor continues to be impor
tant at the regional level but is not as dani
nant. At the regional level inputs (both labor 
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and rraterials) becane important location factors. 
Also, personal considerations are inportant to 
regional selection. 

In selecting sites, marl<ets and rraterial in
puts become relatively less important while plant 
and ener<J{ considerations becane very important. 
Also, camu.mity and personal considerations are 
very important in site selection. 

In addition to the finding that different 
location factors are important at different geo
graphical levels, it is important to note that 
the decision process intensifies as the geograph
ical level decreases. '!hat is, at the sub
national level, each of the seven firms mention 
only one location factor as being inportant at 
the geographical level. At the regional level, 
21 finns mentioned 73 factors or an average of 
3.5 factors per firm. At the site level, 25 
firms mentioned 158 factors, or an average of 
over 6 factors per firm. '!his finding is inpor
tant because it does not support the hypothesis 
cy Rees that the site or carm.mt.iy selection is 
rrade on "judgemental" grounds. If the site 
selection is rrade on judgemental grounds, then 
cormuni ty characteristics would be relatively un
important in the decision making; hONever, our 
findings suggest that the firms in our sanple 
considered a variety of location factors in 
making their site selection. 
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Table 3. Frequency with which Seven General Location Factors were 
Mentioned by 25 New Plants in the Pittsburgh Area. 

Location Factor Site 
Sub-National 

Area Region 

Sales and Production Distribution Costs 
Raw Materials and Fabricated Parts 
Personal Considerations 

6 25 
1 14 

15 
13 
4 

18 
3 

18 
28 
28 
22 
41 

Labor 
State and Community Considerations 
Fuel and Utilities 
Plant and Equipment 

IMPLICATICNS FOR INDUSTRIAL REX::RUI'IMENT PRCGRAMS 

Organization Issues 
Since rnai¥ finns use geographically hier

archical search procedures, the optim..Im situation 
would be to have an organization that could 1'wo:rk 
with" a potential firm through the various levels 
of the search process. 'Ihis optim..Im is con
trasted to the current situation in which state, 
regional, and local developnent agencies may deal 
effectively with their geographic dana.in but are 
ill-equipped to provide information at other geo
graphic levels. 

Perhaps the most desirable organization for 
indust.l:y recruitment would be a "super agency" 
with massive data bariks containing the relevant 
information on all geographical levels involved 
in the location decision. H:::wever, funding for 
such an agency is generally out of the question 
in most cases, so realistically the best system 
would involve a high degree of cooperation be
tween existing developnent agencies. Also, the 
establishment of multi-state developnent agencies 
would provide an excellent initial contact point 
for a finn beginning a search process. 'Ihe de
gree of cooperation suggested exceeds the level 
currently found in most areas. In order for the 
search procedure to proceed expeditiously, the 
transition petween the regional selection and the 
site search, for example, must be made cy people 
in the respective developnent agencies that are 
intimately familiar with the others 1 operations 
and procedures. Fbr example, personnel in the 
regional agency might be required to spend a feN 
days each rronth in the camunicy developnent 
agencies 1 offices. Only if this degree of coor
dination is achieved can the developnent agencies 
effectively assist the firm throughout its loca
tion search. 
Information 

Coordination between developnent agencies 
may be a necessary condition for effective indus
trial recruitment but it is not a sufficient con
dition. In order to recruit finns effectively, 
the developnent agencies must be able to provide 
the types of information that the firm will base 
its decision on. An often cited example of the 
failure of developnent agencies to provide the 
appropriate information is local developnent 
groups focusing their prarotion activities on 
camunicy amenities. OJr results shCJN that per
sonal and ccmmmi cy considerations are irrportant 
in the location decision and it is appropriate 
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1 
1 

for local groups to provide information on com
municy amenities; hCJNever, our results also shCJN 
that other factors are irrportant in the site se
lection. At least three other cypes of informa
tion should be made available cy local develop
ment groups. 

local developnent groups should have det ail
ed and current information on the labor force 
availabilicy in their camunicy. By conducting 
periodic labor surveys the conmmicy can provide 
labor force information that is superior to arry 
secondary data sources. 

Also, local developnent groups should prcr 
vide inventories of vacant buildings and poten
tial building sites in their ccmmmities. Again, 
this inventory should be relatively detailed. 
For example, information concerning square foot
age of the building and land, cype of construc
tion, age, heating costs, insurance rates, etc., 
should be developed for each vacant building in 
the cormunicy. In addition, detailed information 
should be provided for several building sites in 
the ccmmmicy. Information on size of the buil
ding site, cost, availabilicy of transportation 
and utilities, zoning restrictions, etc., should 
be provided. 

The third area in which local groups should 
develop information is energy and utilicy availa
bilicy and costs. In terms of local utilities, 
water service appears to be especially irrportant. 
The specifications on the local water system and 
the associated fire insurance ratings are essen
tial. Macy' utilities are provided on a regional 
rather than a local basis. local groups should 
contact the regional suppliers and obtain detail
ed information on energy availabilicy and rate 
structures in the conmmicy. As a matter of 
fact, rnai¥ regional utili ties are again prorroting 
economic developnent and a goodwo:rking relat ion
ship between the carpanies and the local develop
ment agency can be mutually beneficial. 

Fortunately, the three types of information 
described above (as well as amenicy information) 
can be provided without great expense cy local 
developnent groups. Also, local groups are in a 
unique position of being able to provide informa
tion superior to that available from secondary 
sources. In addition, our results indicate that 
the location search is most intense at the local 
level so that a ccmmmicy with a good information 
base should have an advantage in recruiting ap
propriate plants. 

As shONn in Table 3, the cypes of informa-
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tion required cy finre selecting a region are 
sc.mewhat different fran those required for selec
ting a camunicy or site. '!he site selection is 
influenced cy camunicy anenities, fuel and util
ities, and plant and equipnent; hONever, these 
three factors becare relatively uninportant in 
the regional selection process. I..al::x:>r is the 
only factor that continues to be inportant in the 
regional selection process. In the case of the 
labor factor, the regional developnent agency can 
develop a good regional profile of labor cy inte
grating the labor surveys provided cy the camun
i ties in the region. 

The other two factors that were irrportant 
for regional selection were r<M materials and 
fabricated inputs, and marlcets for output. It is 
in these areas the developnent agencies generally 
do the poorest job. It is relatively eaSf to de
texmine the major marlcets for JOOSt products and 
the major intermediate inputs required cy various 
industries. '!he national input/ output studies 
provide detailed industry specific data of this 
cype. Errplcyment data can be used to estimate 
regional marlcets and input availabilicy. Equally 
inportant, the secondary data can be supplemented 
by regional surveys of fi= to ascertain whether 
or not they have excess capacicy to supply inputs 
to new fi= and whether or not they currently 
have an inadequate supply of an input which might 
be produced cy a new finn. 'lhus, regional devel
opment agencies should devote their attention to 
providing prospective fi= with information con
cerning potential marlcets and the availabilicy of 
various inputs. 

Based on the results of this stuqy (and sev
eral other similar ones) it appears that state 
and multi-state development agencies should focus 
their attention on developing information relat
ing to potential marlcets that exist in their 
areas. Such information would allo..r developmemt 
agencies both to concentrate their recruitment 
activities on those industries they are JOOSt 
Likely to attract and to conduct sophisticated 
recruitment activities. '!he development of good 
marlcet information would be facilitated cy a high 
degree of cOJperation between state and regional 
agencies. '!he regional agencies should have 
better access to information regarding specific 
marlcets and the state agencies generally have 
better access to a variecy of secondary data and 
the staff personnel required for developing mar
ket profiles. 

In summary, if development agencies are ef
fectively to assist and influence the hierarchi
cal search process of prospective finns, then 
there must be a high degree of c=rdination be
tween the development agencies. '!his cOJrdina
tion is necessa.J:Y for a sm::othly functioning re
cruitment process and for developing the informa
tion necessa.J:Y for a substantive recruitment pro
gram. Such cOJrdination is, of couse, idealis
tic. Ho..rever, development agencies must under
stand that industrial recruitment is often a zero 
sum game. In this game c=peration rather than 
carpetition will tend to enhance the results and 
reduce the costs of industrial recruitment pro
grarrs. 
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The ~esults of this stuqy suggest that small 
fi= (those which generate rrost of the jobs) use 
a geographically hierarchical search procedure. 
In addition, our results shON that access to mar
kets is the JOOSt inportant factor at the sub
national level of the hierarchical search proced
ure. Markets, labor, r<M materials, and fabri
cated products were the dominant factors at the 
regional level. I..al::x:>r, buildings, fuel, utili
ties, and camunicy characteristics were the im
portant factors in selecting a site. 

To recruit successfully finns that are using 
the hierarchical procedure requires that the 
executives of these fi= be assisted continually 
cy individuals who can supply the information 
relevant to the decision process. This requires 
a high degree of c=rdination between multi
state, state, regional, local, and private devel
opnent groups. 
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